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BTG presents: Fireworks MegawaysTM

Ignite your gaming experience with Big Time Gaming’s Fireworks MegawaysTM!

With an impressive 117,649 ways to win and reactions that cascade symbols onto the reels, 
each spin is filled with explosive action. Every spin and every reaction brings a burst of 
excitement with the Firework Wild Bonus. 1 of the 4 Extra Reel positions is randomly ignited, 
poised to unleash a dazzling display. When a Purple, Red, Blue, or Green Firework lands in the 
lit position, it magically transforms into a Wild, setting the stage for big wins that will light up 
your screen.

During Free Spins, the unlimited win multiplier increases with every Firework Wild Bonus 
triggered, creating an awe-inspiring fireworks display. Every Free Spin and reaction will ignite 2 
of the 4 Extra Reel positions, doubling your chances of triggering the Firework Wild Bonus for 
a truly electrifying gaming experience.Use Win ExchangeTM to convert your big wins into Free 
Spins, ensuring the fun never ends. Alternatively, dive straight into the heart-pounding action 
with Bonus Buy and start celebrating with Free Spins right away. 

Experience a thrilling spectacle like no other in Fireworks MegawaysTM! 
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GENERAL INFORMATION
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• Iconic MegawaysTM mechanic.
• Firework Wild Bonus for explosive action.
• Win ExchangeTM to turn big wins into Free Spins.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins.

HIGHLIGHTS

€/£/$ 0.20

€/£/$ 1.60 (Max Exposure 25 0,000), 3 (Max Exposure 500,000) or 6 (Max Exposure 1,000,000)

96.44%

4 (Firework Wild Bonus, Free Spins, Win ExchangeTM, Bonus Buy)

150,335x

117,649

6 x 7

Very High
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OSS Game Type

fireworksmegaways

fireworksmegaways

OSS ID

fireworksaysv194

fireworksawaysv1

94% Option with Bonus Buy

96% Option with Bonus Buy

RTP 

94.26% - 94.27%

96.44%

Ignite with excitement when 2 or more Scatters in any position unleash a dazzling display of 12 free spins, 
and an additional 4 free spins for each Scatter beyond the 2nd. Keep an eye out for Scatters on reels 1 
and 6, offering you the chance to light up the night sky with Free Spins! Watch your winnings skyrocket 
as the Free Spins win multiplier starts at 1 and increases with every Firework Wild Bonus. Experience the 
thrill of every Free Spin and reaction, as 2 out of the 4 Extra Reel positions come to life. And the best 
part? Both illuminated positions have the power to trigger the Firework Wild Bonus, making your journey 
through the game truly explosive and unforgettable!

Free Spins

Prepare for an explosive gaming experience! With every spin and every reaction, the stage is set for a 
mesmerizing display of fireworks. 1 of the 4 Extra Reel positions is randomly chosen to be bathed in the 
glow of excitement. When a Purple, Red, Blue, or Green Firework graces the selected spot, it ignites 
into a Wild, setting the reels ablaze with possibilities. Watch in awe as the Purple Firework transforms the 
entire reel into a Wild wonderland, giving you a chance at extraordinary wins. Add a burst of excitement 
with the Red Firework, which showers the reels with up to 4 additional Wilds. The Blue Firework becomes 
a Wild with a twist – it carries a random multiplier of up to 25x.The Green Firework adds its own magic 
to the mix, transforming into a Wild and enhancing your chances of winning big.

Fireworks Wild Bonus

DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME IDs and RTPs

BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Fireworks MegawaysTM, MegawaysTM, Win ExchangeTM and Bonus Buy.  
The game is responsive to any height and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.

About Big Time Gaming

Comment

Download the full promo pack: HEREBonus Buy

Explode straight into the action with Bonus Buy. Press the Bonus Buy icon to purchase 12 free spins for 
100x the stake, and launch yourself straight into the heart-pounding world of Free Spins.

Win ExchangeTM

Light up the night sky with Win Exchange™, where you can see if your fortune sparks like a firework! 
Whenever you win between 25x and 100x the stake, you have the option to exchange the entire win 
for the chance to be awarded 12 free spins. The chance of winning the gamble is shown in green on a 
wheel. Whenever you win 100x the stake or more, you have the option to exchange 100x your stake for 
12 free spins. 
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GAME FEATURES

https://clientarea.evolution.com/big-time-gaming/games/fireworks-megaways

